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Breaking more ground
Adore construction in store for students
By Lori Rizzo
NEWS EDITOR
Just when the construction
seems to have died down, get ready for
round two. Between late April and this
summer, the renovations of the Barone
Campus Center and the new science
building will both break ground.
In late April, the utilities surrounding the Campus Center will begin to be vacated, according to Dirk van
Luling, program managef'for Gilbane
building company Once the primary
revisions have been completed, the entrance will be shifted temporarily to the
Oak Room, according to van Luling.
"We would expect the new
edition to be ready April of next year,"
van Luling said. As seen in the build

Photo courtesy of Gilbane building company and campus planning

See " Construction" on pg.5

Bush hails
By Drew Luthern
STAFF WRITER
Less than three hours after The
Mirror hit newsstands on Fairfield
University's campus last Thursday
morning, Texas Governor George W.
Bush canceled his scheduled campaign
stop here.
With Bush's cancellation,
Fairfield lost the chance to be flooded
with more than 100 media personnel
from television and newspapers. Several Fairfield students lamented on
missing a golden opportunity to splash
Fairfield fed across television screens
and newspaper headlines nationwide.
"It's a shame that such an important figure in politics turned down the
chance to visit a great school," said

ampuslife
Learn the
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Commentary
DiaUo verdict
explored
seep 11-13

Erica Chedid, '00. "But we really missed
out on being seen all over the country I'm from the Midwest, and nobody knows
about Fairfield unless you go to a Jesuit
high school."
Although many students on campus
did feel that Fairfield was merely used as
a pawn in Bush's campaign, one professor
of politics says that the decision was most
likely made from a smart political perspective.
"[Bush's campaign] was not slighting us; they were going to use Fairfield,
but decided not to," said Dr. Donald
Greenberg. "The campaign made a decision that the value of visiting a Jesuit institution in response to the Bob Jones [University] incident, was not necessary."
Greenberg's comments were made
despite speculation that the only reason for
Bush's cancellation was that there was no
See "Bush" onpg.4
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Administration considers housing
lottery based on merits
class.
By Laura Scharf
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Since the late 1980's, housing
priority at Marist College has been decided on the basis of a merit point system.
According to the Housing Department at Marist, under this system, a student can earn up to 36 points: 12 points
for a G.R A. of 3.7-4.0, 5 points if there
is no room damage, 5 points if the student checked out in timely and appropriate manner, 6 points if the student had
no discipline problems, and 8 points for
campus involvement.
The students with the highest
points get first selection when choosing
housing. Seniority is not an issue, as
Marist has designated dorms for each

In addition to Marist, numerous colleges and universities across the
country have instituted a points system
for housing. This raises the question,
will Fairfield University follow the
trend?
Jean DiMuzzio, who, at one
time, worked closely with the Fairfield
University Student Association and the
FUSA senate, stated: "During the
course of my years at Fairfield, one of
the topics that has always come up is
how we can motivate and reward our
students, be it through additional funding for clubs, priority registration, or
priority housing ... "
Gwen Vendley, dean of students, supports priority points. She
feels they are a wonderful incentive for
students to be active and successful in
the Fairfield community, as well as an
excellent reward for hard-working stu-

Classifieds

dents. Vendley stated that she was "intrigued" by the idea of a point system,
and has asked Residence Life to look
into it.
Fran Koerting, director of Residence Life, in conjunction with Director of Housing Henry Humphreys, has
extensively researched the possibility of
a point system being adopted at
Fairfield.
Humphreys stated that one concern that has been repeatedly raised is
that of segregated dorms. Koerting
elaborated on this point, stating that there
is a clear pecking order in the dorms at
Fairfield. Under a point system, the least
desirable dorm would become filled with
students who have low G.P.A.s or are
discipline problems. The administration
does not want to be responsible for creating such an environment. ■

One suggestion, which has just
been raised in the past week and would
avoid such a dilemma, is to keep the lottery system for underclassman living in
dorms, but to make off-campus, townhouse, and apartment housing based on
merit points.
Koerting, over the past two
years, has addressed the question of priority housing to student focus groups and
would like to talk to organizations such
as the FUSA senate, University Townhouse Experience (UNITE) and InterResidence Hall Government (IRHG) to
get student input.
Both she and Humphreys welcome
e-mails from students who would like to
voice their opinions, and can be reached
at fkerting@fairl.fairfield.edu and
hhumphrey @fairl .fairfield.edu.

By Chris Stanton
Assistant Commentary Editor
FEB. 28TH

Attention all female students: Looking for off-campus
housing for summer 2000/ school year '00-'01
Adorable farmhouse , four blocks from the beach.
3 bedrooms/2baths New wall to wall carpeting throughout.
Central air conditioning. 2 washers and 2 dryers. Fully
furnished. It won't last. Call 254-7739

8:26PM - Machine used in photography lab to reclaim
silver from fixer developed a leak and spilt one gallon of
chemicals onto the floor. Fire marshall & Biology chair
were called in & room was shut down. We will see what
develops.
MARCH 1ST

Liveout nanny needed for playful 18 month toddler.
Must love children, have excellent references and own
transportation. Part-time or full-time .
Nice West Norwalk family.
(203) 846-2131

The next issue
of the Mirror
will be
published on
March, 23 2000.
Have a great
Spring
Break!
K.

MARCH 2ND
12:47PM - Freight elevator in Campus Center malfunctioned. Two people were trapped inside for 10 minutes.
Elevator company was called in.

1999 Nissan Sentra GXE
Fully loaded, silver, mint, automatic, CD player,
extended warranty.
$13,500

r

1:32PM - Three car accident north of the Rec-Plex
resulted in one injury.

MARCH 4TH

A

12:32AM - Student broke fire door glass with fist.
When suspect was found, provided two forms of false
identification.
4:06AM - Two male students pulled emergency phone
system number 6 near the maintenance barn. Security
chose not to engage in foot pursuit and suspects escaped.
12:01PM - Rear window of Jesuit station wagon at St.
Ignatious was shattered with a beer bottle. No suspects.

9:11PM - Formal student complaint over inadequacies of
shuttle bus. Student said to have waited over an hour for
a bus from CC to Dolan. Argument ensued with driver
resulting in a complaint. Case is under investigation.

•J
V
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McCain keeps date with Sacred Heart
By Donovan Wiedmann
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
"McCainiacs" gathered last
Friday at Sacred Heart University to see
Arizona Senator John McCain speak at
a vibrant political rally.
Loyal supporters waited for over
an hour for McCain's bus, "The Straight
Talk Express", to overcome New York
traffic. He had spent the earlier part of
the day on Wall Street campaigning
against special interest groups.
As Prodigy's "Firestarter" pulsated over the crowd, McCain parted the
sea of people, making his way through
an ecstatic applause to the stage.
Since the polls seemed to be in
favor of Texas Gov. George W. Bush
winning
"Super Tuesday," this was an important stop for McCain. Whoever wins
the most states on this day is most likely
the Republican Party's candidate to run
against Vice-President Al Gore on the
Democrats' side.
McCain's focus on campaign finance reform gave him a platform to attack Bush on Friday. McCain criticized

Presidential candidate, John McCain visited Sacred Heart University last Friday

him for using $2 million worth of soft
money from the Republicans for Clean
Air to finance his campaign.
"I am like Luke Skywalker trying
to get out of the Death Star," said McCain
when describing his honorable motivations that push him to run for office. "I
want to reform the government and break
the Iron Triangle," he said, stating his
desire to cut of the influence of those he

calls "inside the beltway gas bags."
McCain does not want to lose
sight of the conservative values he represents, but makes a point of reaching
out to all, even though some may not
agree.
Orsen Swindle, retired Marine and
friend of 29 years to McCain, said that
he can represent "not only the right, but

the left and the center-where all great
things happen."
McCain enforced this in his
speech by telling the crowd of a sign he
saw while, speaking in Sacramento that
said "Hippies for McCain." McCain
also stated his intentions to reform
"pork-barrel" spending on the military
and not have any enlisted relying on food
stamps to eat. A former P.O.W. and retired naval captain himself, McCain addressed his concern for veterans saying,
"I promise you as president of the United
States I will take care of our veterans."
McCain wants 62% of the surplus
to go into Social Security. He wants to
scrap the tax code, thereby denying benefits that special interests receive, and
put that money into giving working
families a tax-cut. Expanding the 15%
tax bracket to $70,000 for married
couples, eliminating the marriage penalty, inheritance tax and seniors' earning test also stand in his tax relief intentions.
"Prestige and honor are a priority
in the office of president," said McCain.
He feels that he can fulfill that requirement and told the audience that, "There
will be times when we agree and
disagree...but I promise you I will always tell you the truth no matter what."

Activity fees provide boredom
Students want to contribute to the spending of their cash
By Frank Washkuch
STAFF WRITER

At close to $30,000 per year of
attendance, it's safe to say that Fairfield
University is a rathet expensive investment for any student. Among this
amount is a special activity fee, which
was at least $100, as of this year.
While this fee does cover activities for students to participate in, do students really have any say as to where it
goes?
At Fairfield University, the student activity fee is a part of the $26,000
tuition, including room and board, and
is not an additional fee to be paid afterwards. Most of this amount, which is
relatively small when compared to the
total tuition, is then allocated to FUSA.
The student association then
spends the fee in whatever way it feels
will benefit most of the students at once.
The major concerts during the school
year, such as Guster and Wyclef Jean
this past fall, the bonfire to open the basketball season, and free admission to
basketball games and other sporting
events are among the events paid for, at
least partially, by the student activity
fee.
FUSA even has positions, such as
the vice president of student activities,
who make decisions on how to best
spend the activity fee received from students.
Fairfield University and FUSA
deserve credit for attempting to spend
their supporter's money in the best interests of the students themselves. However, is the student activity fee actually

a necessity? Could enjoyable performers
and events still be available on campus
without the fee? More importantly, would
students be willing to pay more money
up front for the same concerts and special events?
After the relatively low attendance
at the annual Snowball dance, which is
even considered somewhat of a tradition
at Fairfield University, one must consider
if the majority of students are really benefiting from the activities now being held.
"The fee is spent on how the students think it should be spent," said FUSA
President Luigi Solla. "We only receive
some of the money, but it is spent on con-

"The activities
are decided by the
minority of the
people who are a
part of FUSA:i>
Sarah Coughlin '02

certs and student organizations. We're always open to suggestions, we have a very
open cabinet."
While this is not much of an issue
at Fairfield, it is becoming a big problem
to many students and their organizations
at other institutions. In an article posted
in the January 14th edition of the
Chronicle of Higher Education, both

complaints and letters of support appeared form members of the educational
system about student body organizations
such as FUSA and the way that they distribute students' money for various
events.
"When students enroll at a university, they buy the whole package.
They also purchase the right and duty
to dissent, organize and vote for representation at the table where the package can be changed," said Dan
Joldersma, the library director at
Hillsdale College in Michigan, supporting an activity fee to be collected
by a student body organization. "Similarly, citizens at the local level do not
steer their taxes to police but not fire
departments."
Against an activity fee, Brian
Martin, the director of Information
Systems for Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia
Fraternity of America, wrote, "At registration time, why not give all students a list of all registered student
organizations? If we enable students
who are actively involved to work for
their organizations, they are going to
build skills and acquire experience that
will be of much use in the world at
large."
Student involvement, or the lack
thereof, seems to be the most impending problem with a student activity fee.
When an event is supposedly for the
benefit of an entire university, shouldn't
the student body have greater control of
the event, especially when students are
sometimes unwillingly paying for it?
"The activities are decided by the
minority of the people who are a part of
FUSA," said Sara Coughlin '02. "I think
that we pay so much to go here, that we
deserve more than they offer us. Half of

the time, I don't even know what's going on."
Even a more democratic election
system has been suggested by some to
decide what events should take place on
campus. "If there's an activity fee, we
should have more of a say about what

"If there is an
activity fee, we
should have more
of a say about
what goes on
around campus."
- Virginia Tonning '02

goes on around campus. I think that the
options for activities should be more
vocalized and publicized, and the school
should save FUSA for more important
decisions," said Virginia Tonning '02.
Of course, there is a major difference between being a student at a respected university and being a town resident: students pay tuition, room and
board and an activity fee to live where
they do. When so many are disappointed
by the events they attend or choose not
to, there must be some kind of change
that can occur to implement a more
democratic way to bring about fun and
eventful yet uncontroversial events to
satisfy a majority of the student body.
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Computer game lets you run the U
By Laura Walsh
STAFF WRITER

It seems as though everyone, faculty included, is quick to point fingers
at the administration at Fairfield whenever something goes wrong. And considering that most students and teachers are mere bystanders, they are quick
to judge something that they may know
very little about.
But a soon-to-be-released video
game called Virtual U promises to provide an inside look into the big picture
through the eyes of a president of a typical university or college.
William F. Massy, a higher-educated researcher at Stanford, has created
this game to allow students and faculty
to see for themselves just how big the
big picture really is. Massy told The
Chronicle, of Higher Education:
"There's a lack of understanding about
the systematic character of a university."
And by providing a sophisticated
financial and managerial model of how
a university operates, Massy hopes to
bring some enlightenment to the world
of higher education.
Although there are no flying
aliens or bloody warfare involved, Virtual U has taken three years to accomplish and is being recognized as an enjoyable and helpful tool by academics
and administrators. It cost about $ 1million to complete and was financed
by Alfred P. Sloan Foundation. Henry
Rosovsky, a former dean of the faculty
of arts and sciences at Harvard University and the author of the 1991 book The
University: An Owner's Manual, seems
to think the program is worth the high
price.
"There are few tools that focus
people on matters of governance for a
university," Rosovsky told The
Chronicle of Higher Education.

Virtual U is based on data from
1,2000 institutions and on a number
of studies from organizations like the
College Board, the Institute for
Higher Education Research at the
University of Pennsylvania and Mr.
Massy's consulting company, the
Jackson Hole Higher Education
Group. They are selling the game for
about $129, with a scaled-down version costing between $60 and $70.
The simple: build a more efficient college or University with the
available tools, similar to the popular
computer game, Sim City. But accomplishing this task is easier said than
done.
Orin Grossman, the Dean of
Arts and Sciences at Fairfield University, understands just how hard it is
to be a real administrator and believes
that Virtual U is a great way to demonstrate the ins and outs of running
an entire university.
"Universities are complicated
places with many interests—faculty,
student, alumni, administrators, parents, the community, etc., and sometimes these different groups don't see
eye to eye. A sophisticated game of
Virtual U. would educate students and
faculty (and administrators I guess)
to some of the complexities that aren't
always visible. I should probably play
the game and see just how well I do,"
said Grossman.
There are two approaches to
playing Virtual U; the "Scenario"
game, which gives the players a more
specific challenge, and the "Custom"
game, which provides a more extensive picture of a typical college or university. A player who chooses to play
the "Scenario" game is presented with
10 challenges, such as abolishing a
budget deficit without jeopardizing
academic quality, or allocating a
$200-million gift in the most sufficient manner.
In contrast, those who opt for

player would like to increase the budget, he must find ways to raise funds.
Just like a president of a real university
would find it rare to discover a large
grant sitting on his doorstep, a player
cannot expect to simply be given money
when needed.
Students at Fairfield also seem to
agree that Virtual U offers a sneak
^
peak into things they would never
have seen otherwise, but many
question whether they would ever
actually play the game on a nor3
mal basis.
There are no spectacular animation or graphics in Virtual U due
to the already high complexity of
the game. The creators of Virtual
U had to cram so much information into the software regarding
every minute detail that they didn't
have the time or space to worry
about the physical appearance.
This plus the very nature and goal
of Virtual U seemed to turn a few
students off.
f
"I don't think I'd ever
do it, but I do think it's a good idea
because it can demonstrate how easy or
a public research university, or a comprehard it is to run a university," said Lynn
hensive university. This choice determines
the setting of the particular institution, deRaimondo '03.
Ellen Neylon '01 agreed. "I think
ciding the size of the player's campus and
its a good idea because people who acthe kinds of facilities it has.
tually desire this knowledge about the
"You can make your game institution
University will have it but I don't think
more like Colgate than, say Stanford,"
that I would ever use it," said Neylon.
Massy told The Chronicle of Higher Education. In a custom game, players also have
And this appears to be the general
consensus. Although students encourage
the ability to specify which academic dethe idea of Virtual U, they would rather
partments they want, whether the instituleave the problems of running Fairfield
tion draws students nationally, regionally,
or locally, the athletics conference and
University to those who do it best, the
administrators.
much more.
But the real question at hand is
Probably the most difficult aswhether a game like Virtual U will at
pect of Virtual U is that it assumes that each
least invoke some long awaited sympaplayer is truly the president of the university and has an understanding of his/her
thy for administrators Dom Wiktor '02
thinks it might just do the trick. "I think
authority. For example, players can change
Virtual U could help our administration
the criteria used to hire new professors but
out," Wiktor commented.
cannot simply fire those who no longer
reach the newly formed standards. When a

the "Custom" game are given a general description of their institution and can gain
points by taking the necessary steps towards
improvement and growth.
Players also have the option of
deciding what kind of establishment they
would most like to preside over: a private
research university, a liberal-arts college,

"A sophisticated
game of 'Virtual U
would educate students
and faculty to some of
the complexities that
aren't always visible."
- Orin Grossman

Bush backs
out of visit

Continued from page 1
suitable airport in the area for his plane
to land. Hence, Bush would have had to
travel long distances while using critical campaign time in order to come to
Fairfield's campus.
Still, some students wonder why
Bush canceled when he was seemingly
so intent on recapturing the Catholic
vote.
"I think it plainly shows that Bush
is interested in votes, and not the voters
casting them," said Joe Tanneyhill, '00.
"I see it as just another of a politician's
empty promises."
The campaign stop in Fairfield
would have been Bush's main push to
win Connecticut in Tuesday's "Super
Tuesday" primaries. As The Mirror went
to press, CNN was reporting that Bush's
main competitor, Arizona Senator John
McCain, had won the Connecticut primary.

George
W.Bush
LA

r-
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Construction: Round two
Continued from page 1
addition to the new wing, the present
interior of the building will also be
changed.
"The middle level, where the
main lobby is, will see significant
changes," said van Luling. A preview
of the changes include a larger "STAG
Diner," and the removal of the Oak
Room stage as well as the offices in that
area. The ATM will replace the offices,
and the lobby of the room will become

m

lower level and replaced by an expansion of the bookstore.
"The new addition essentially is
going to be all student related activities,"
said van Luling referring to both the renovations of the present levels as well as
the addition of more space in the new
wing. The area inside the addition will
include the university radio station as
well as offices for student government
and areas for student clubs to house offices and hold meetings.
3j

Photo: Nick Ouimet
The center of campus to be re-routed

Photo: Nick Ouimet
The Campus Center parking lot, will see changes beginning in late April

a large game room. The section which
is now 'The Mez,' will become connected to the upstairs dining hall by a
new set of stairs. However, the upper
level of the building, which contains the
dining hall will remain essentially the
same.
The present mailroom and
game room will be removed from the

The new science building "will
be attached directly to Bannow, and it
will be four floors and ... will be mostly
laboratories," said van Luling. Construction on the building is scheduled to begin this summer. "It is in the early design stage right now," van Luling explained. The new building will be located on the north side of the Bannow

building, towards Alumni Hall. "That
whole area is going to change its appearance dramatically," said van
Luling.
Students are both looking forward to the changes and dreading the
construction. "I think it's long overdue," said Courtney Ferreira '03. "A
lot of the stuff that they're doing needs
to be done, even though it will be a pain
to live with until it is complete."
Other than actual construction of
buildings, the campus itself will be facing some sprucing up over the next
year. Located approximately near the
tennis courts an additional traffic circle
will be created. "It is part of the master plan for a new entrance boulevard,

so that when you enter the campus it takes
you directly to the center of the campus.
It will be tree-lined with an island in the
middle," said van Luling.
"I don't anticipate any problems
(with the new traffic circle)," said Todd
Pelazza, Director of Security. "If everyone has a valid driver's license, they
should be able to negotiate their way
around a traffic circle, and there are yield
signs in place," he said.
According to van Luling, the library construction is "tracking to be completed in the spring of next year. However, the apartment village is ahead of
schedule."

Broadening study abroad
Students explore beyond traditional European countries
By Nicole Tramontano
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

When considering studying
abroad, many students think of countries
such as England, France, Italy, or Spain.
But now, there are many programs being offered in countries that haven't traditionally been a priority for students.
According to Christine
Bowers, who organizes the study abroad
programs, students are able to travel to
places in Asia, Africa, and Latin
Wroxton, Hngland

\

0\v

China. The university also has two exchange programs in Japan: one at
Dashisha Women's College in Kyoto and
another at Sophia University in Tokyo.
The university has two other
organizations with multiple locations.
One organization, CIEE (Council Study
Centers), has locations in Chile, Argentina, Costa Rica, Southeast Asia, Thailand, and Vietnam, among others. This
program has European locations as well.
The other program, ISEP
(International Students Exchange Programs), allows students to study in English in countries such as Australia, Fiji,
Ghana, and the Philippines. According
SI. Petersburg
Russia

tfh.

Hotterdam, Netherlands
J

\
\

^-->_/? " '"1; .,r-.., Florence
Italy

Costa Rica

Photo courtesy of Fairfield University web site

America, to name a few. Students often
don't realize the opportunities they have
to go to these places.
Fairfield University has an
affiliation with the Bejing Center in

to the ISEP Catalog of Sites, the program
has sites in over 200 universities in the
United States and 36 other countries.
Some of those locations are not English
speaking.

Some
students choose to
study in countries
that are not located
in Europe but that
speak European
languages. One
student chose to
study on a French
speaking island off
the coast of Madagascar.
Bowers said that students are taking a
greater interest in
studying
in countries that are not in Western
Europe. Bowers encourages
study outside of Western Europe because she believes that
many of today's students have
the opportunity to go to Europe at some
point in their lives.
Whereas, many students
might not ever travel to these
other places, especially since
many take longer amounts of
time to get to.
One student,
Christen Duncan, '01, spent the fall of
her junior year in Moscow. She said
that she always had an interest in Russian history and politics and decided
to take Russian upon entering Fairfield
University. She felt that it was a good

Student takes advantage
of South African experience

experience to have. "Many people have
ideas about Russia that are wrong,"
Duncan said. Now she is able to teach others about what Russia is really like.
Michael Carroll, '01, chose to
spend a semester at Sophia University in
Tokyo, Japan. He felt that everyone was
going to Europe, and he "didn't want to
do what the rest of the crowd was doing."
At Sophia University, Carroll lived in a
dorm with 10 Americans and Europeans,
and 200 Japanese. Like Duncan, Carroll
felt that it was important to study in a country that didn't speak English. It would be
really easy to go where they speak English.
he said, but you get more out of it being
where English isn't spoken.

Thursday,March 9, 2000
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An education online?
By Nicole Tramontano
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

_J

As it plays a larger role in
their daily lives, people rely more and
more on the Internet to do everything
from searching for information to
shopping for a new car. And now students can receive college credit online. But should virtual institutions receive the same accreditation as traditional institutions?
Some colleges and universities
are offering some of their courses over
the Internet. Other institutions consist
of all on-line courses. As these new
trends in learning emerge, questions
arise as to how to set standards and
guidelines.
In an article from The Chronicle
of Higher Education, James Perley, the
chair of the American Association of
University Professors' Committee on
the Accrediting of Colleges and Universities, and Denise Marie Tanguay,
a member of the association, question
the ability of "distance learning" to
offer the same quality of education as
traditional methods. They describe a
method termed '"unbundling"' which
many institutions that offer on-line
classes use.
"In that practice, course materials are prepared by a 'content expert'
and delivered by a 'faculty facilitator,'
in a uniform manner, producing pre-

Photo: Nick Ouimet
More people venture into online courses to get an education

dictable and measurable 'outcomes' that
fit uniform assessment tools." Perley and
Tanguay feel that this practice limits the
interaction between students and professors. The practice also fails to allow for
modification of the course "in response
to students' reactions to the materials."
'"Unbundling"' also prevents professors
from taking each student's needs into account.
Traditional institutions of higher
education consist of administration and
faculty. Perley and Tanguay believe that
these two groups provide important
"checks and balances" that may not exist
in institutions of distance learning. With

on-line courses, the same people may be
handling many of the jobs that are usually divided at traditional institutions.
Another important element of
higher education that Perley and
Tanguay see as missing at virtual institutions is the exchange of information.
In a traditional classroom, students and
professors are learning from each other,
whereas in a virtual classroom, students
are just receiving information.
Finally, Perley and Tanguay say
that a virtual institution would lack much
of the research that is so important to accredited institutions of higher learning.
In a letter to the editor from The

Chronicle of Higher Education, Amy
Kirle Lezberg, Visiting Fellow at the
New England Resource Center for
Higher Education, says that with the right
guidelines, on-line education can meet
the same standards as "site-based" education. Many traditional classrooms do
not meet these same standards that people
fear on-line classes are lacking, she says.
Steve Eskow, President of the
Pangea Network, echoes Lezberg's point
in his letter to the editor from The
Chronicle of Higher Education, by saying, "The lecture to 1200 students in an
auditorium is on campus, but it is a sad
kind of distance learning."
Students too have competing feelings towards virtual learning. Junior
Becca Ploski says, "I feel that on-line
courses are an interesting addition to the
web, but they should not be accredited
the same way as traditional universities
because there is an opportunity to cheat."
Melissa Gremo, '01, thinks that
on-line courses were a good idea but
noted the lack of communication that
would normally be present in a traditional
classroom.
Some professors are getting their
students involved in the Internet by designing web sites for their classes and
posting information essential to the class
on these sites, according to The Chronicle
for Higher Education. While these
classes are taught in a traditional classroom, information is also provided via
the Internet.

Male college students slip away
By Stephanie Sierzputowski
STAFF WRITER
Nationally, less than 45 % of
today's undergraduates are men, down
from about 55 % in 1970.
Utah is now the only state with
more men than women in college. The
question is, what could be the reason
for the overwhelming decrease in
males who attend college?
At Fairfield, the male to female
ratio for the fall of 1999 was 46:54.
Although the proportion has fallen a
little, from a 47:53 ratio in 1996 and
in 1997, it has hardly wavered. According to Nancy Habetz of Fairfield Admissions, there are more females than
males largely due to the fact that the
School of Nursing is predominantly
women.
A few scholars offered suggestions as to the possible reasons for a
decrease of men in college. It seems
that the psychological battle may start
off rather early.
"Young boys may be falling behind girls in school because they lack
role models and must endure educational methods that don't meet their
needs," Harvard University psychologist, Daniel J. Kindlon told The
Chronicle of Higher Education.

Photo: archives
Fairfield's male enrollment falls slightly, similar to schools nationwide

Kindlon also noted that only 16 % of elementary school teachers are men, and
that many boys suffer from being told to
sit still at an age when they are more active than girls. As a result, they become
disinterested in the educational process.
Three quarters of students at the elementary level who are established as having learning or emotional disabilities are
boys. Girls are one-third more likely to
have earned an A average in high school,
and also one-third more likely to have pursued a college-preparatory track, according to Thomas Mortensen, a senior

scholar at the Center for the Study of Opportunity in Higher Education, in Washington.
Another rationalization for the gap
in college enrollment is that men are
more opportunistic, and are more likely
to take jobs that pay well, and that don't
require a college degree.
How can the enrollment declines
among men be turned around? As long
as the sense among boys that being smart
isn't cool prevails, fewer boys will be
likely to go on to college and continue
their education. "Even the most child-

focused schools can face this sort of antiintellectualism," Catherine SteinerAdair, a Harvard psychologist, said. "If
parents and secondary teachers can work
together to eliminate this ideology, then
boys might become more academically
focused."
Another important fact to take into
consideration, is that older women who
are returning to college will, for a limited time, skew the gender balance in enrollments. Women make up 58 % of adult
students. Judith Sturnick, director of the
American Council on Education's Office
of Women in Higher Education, agreed
that the gap between men and women is
an important issue, and should not be ignored.
However, s+ie fears that some
people might respond to the matter by
trying to roll back recent gains for
women. "We do not benefit either gender by constraining and holding back the
other," Sturnick pointed out.
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Shed those winter clothes and pounds
Easy steps to a healthier lifestyle
By Megan Lioaconi
STAFF WRITER

Keeping a balanced diet may
not always be easy for college students, but studies have shown that
eating the right diet and exercising
can not only improve your overall
health, but also reduce stress, improve your self-esteem and help you
to relax. These are generally qualities that most students look for, es-

pecially around the midterm time of
year.
Now that Spring Break is upon
us and the nice weather will hopefully start to peek through the clouds
soon, this is a perfect time to start to
eat right and exercise to make your
body feel and look its best.
The first step to keeping a balanced diet is to understand the definition of a 'balanced diet'. According to the U.S. Departments of Agriculture and Health & Human Services (U.S.D.A.H.H.), daily dietary

guidelines include 6 to eleven servings
of bread, rice, cereal or pasta. These
carbohydrates are used to fuel your

body with energy all day long.
Three to five servings from the
fruit groups and three to five from the
vegetable group are critical each day
as this is where your body finds the
nutrients and vitamins that are necessary for a healthy lifestyle. Two to
three servings from the protein group
are important to help your body build
muscle mass. Foods in this group include but are not limited to
meat,poultry, fish, eggs and nuts.
However, a diet too high in protein can
cause health problems down the road,
so one should stick to the dietary
guidelines.
The body also needs two to three
servings from the dairy group, including foods such as milk, yogurt and
cheese. Without these foods, the body
cannot absorb the Calcium necessary
to build and maintain strong bones.
As most of us have been told for
many years, fats, oils and sweets
should be used in small amounts each

day A small amount of fat is necessary for proper health, but it is not
good to overdo it on the sweets and
snacks, according to U.S.D.A.H.H.
The key to eating a balanced
diet is to stick with it every day.
Switching back and forth from
healthy to junk food diets is what
can cause severe weight fluctuation.
The best course of action to take is
to choose a variety of foods from
each one of the food groups. It is
also important to keep the body hydrated by drinking at least eight
glasses of water each day. This also
can help curb the appetite by filling
the stomach. Plus, when people are
dehydrated, they mistake the extreme thirst for hunger and tend to

consume high-fat snacks.
Other ways to control the appetite include eating a healthy
snack, like a pear, or apple, or to
chew gum to help curb the sense of
hunger. It is also helpful to eat
slowly so that your stomach has

adequate time to send a signal to tell
your brain that you have consumed
enough food.
As important as maintaining a
healthy diet is, eating right alone is
not the only way to keep healthy.
Regular exercise can help keep energy levels up and burn away excess calories. The best way to start
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off exercising is to pick a sport or
activity that you enjoy or that you
can do with a friend, this way you
can stay motivated. It is important
to exercise for at least twenty minutes three to four times each week.
Less than twenty minutes is not
enough time for the body to burn
the extra calories or continue to burn
calories.
The most important factor in
taking care of your health is to take
care of your body. This means getting plenty of rest and taking breaks
if your body tells you to. Pushing
yourself too far can only hurt you
in the end. Healthy living is meant
to be enjoyable and fill you with energy, so get started today.

Learn what St. Paddy's Day is really about
By Jen Salfi
CAMPUS LIFE EDITOR
Everyone thinks of St.
Patrick's Day as another excuse to
go to the Grape and celebrate; who
are we kidding we're in college we
don't need a reason. So what's the
real legend behind St. Patrick's Day?
St. Patrick was born in Scotland but kidnapped and sold into slavery in Ireland where he quickly
learned the language before making
his escape. The legends of his life
have become well known around the
world.
Patrick is best known for
driving the snakes away from Ireland through the use of his wooden
staff-on-topjaf a hill. He banished
their existence frorrTthe shore for-

ever; the snakes
were never to return to Ireland.
According
to
some legends, one
old serpent resisted Patrick's
command by, in
the end, the
serpent's strength
was no match for
Patrick's.
It is said
that when the serpent conceded,
Patrick forced the
serpent into a tiny
box and cast it off
to sea. While it is
true that there are
no serpents in Ire-

Wszm-

land, scientific
research attributes that to
the Ice Age.
Additionally, St. Patrick
is known for
showing warriors, chiefs,
princes
and
thousands of
their servants
the way to
Christianity, as
he also baptized
many of them.
The shamrock, the universal symbol of
Ireland and St.
Patrick's Day,

once known as Seamroy, symbolizes the cross and blessed trinity.
The Shamrock's connection to St.
Patrick is through his teaching.
Patrick is said to have illustrated the "existence of the Three in
One by plucking a shamrock from
the grass growing at his feet and
showing it to his congregation."
The shamrock, some say, is also
connected to St. Patrick and the serpent tale in that "a tradition that
snakes are never seen on trefoil and
that it is a remedy against the stings
of snakes." A trefoil in Arabia is
called a shamrock and is known as
a sacred plant among Druids; it is
thought that St. Patrick was aware

Continued on pg. 8
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St. Patrick's
Continued from pg. 7
of these connections when he encountered the snakes.
The only thing left to learn about are the Leprechauns; what
role do they play in St. Patrick's Day? According to legend, leprechauns are Irish fairies that are known for being unsociable, unfriendly
and live as hermits. It is also known that leprechauns possess a hidden pot of gold and if caught by a treasure hunter must reveal the
gold's location.
Well, now that you know the background of the holiday that
many of us love to celebrate, you should know a few places to go and
make a toast to good old St Patrick. The following is a list of Irish
bars and pubs in New York that welcome all who wish to celebrate in
the Irish holiday:
McCormack's Pub
Tommy Makem's
O'Reilly's
Ryan's Irish Pub
Shades of Green
McGovern's Pub

St. Paddy's Day
Quiz
True or False
1) St. Patrick was born in Kilpatrick, Scotland,
in the year 387.
2) In his sixteenth year, Patrick was carried off
into captivity by Irish marauders and was sold as a
slave.
3) His parents Calphurnius and Canchessa were
poor farmers.
4) He was born with the name Patrick.
5) He was able to easily spread the word of
Christianity in Ireland because of his knowledge of
the Celtic language.
6) It took him only one year to destroy paganism
in Ireland.
7) Another legend of St. Patrick is that he banished all spiders from Ireland.
8) The greatest legend of St. Patrick is the use of
the shamrock to explain the Holy Trinity.
9) Patrick's writings have come to be appreciated for their simplicity and humility.
10) March 17 is the date of birth of St. Patrick.
This is why we celebrate St. Patrick's Day on the
seventeenth of March.
* for answers check:
www.geocities.com/heartIand/7134/green/grtpatquiz.htm

Cheers

Boos
to pre-spring break workloads. .
. to losing our grill ... to lame girls at
Black Rock Castle... to having to work
for most of next week ... to Grohl... to
being nowhere near finished ... to
Tommy's - "I'll have the shrimp" ... to
Lotus Notes ... to never being around
to watch re-runs of "Twin Peaks" ... to
not having anyone to vote for ... to
people who don't know what state they
are registered in ... to Ray Borque having to leave the Bruins ... to Iona basketball ... to revolving homework assignments ... to bombing for the first
time this semester ... to unpaid bills ...
to St. Peter's basketball ... to "Saved
by the Bell" re-runs ... to wet couches
... to wet ceilings ... to wet bathrooms
... to wet magazines ... to wet feet... to
having no mop in the above
sitatuations ... to having a terrible
cough and a midterm in the morning...
to choosing the wrong spring break
location... to fighting with your parents... to it being really late... to not
being tan... to stale bread... to having a
ten page paper due in the morning...

to five more days until Key
Zest. . .to warmer weath. . .to gayIbars. . to Andrea's beater car- we
[love it!!.. .to the Castle. . . to going
Ito Arizona on Friday ... to ordering
Ifrom Pizza Mediterranean and waitling for hours ... to falling asleep
Iwell ... to getting the higgy-heck
|out of here for a while ... to the Stout
to the Wu ... to the Mule's live alIbum ... to dinner at the campus cenIter ... to that new kid ... to "Moon
|River" ... to Milton ... to feeling
:hemistry .. to Dr. Rosenrosen ... to
Ispring training ... to Bob ... Slidell
|... to lavatory linksmen everywhere
to Spunk's emails ... to having
Igreat friends... to finally being over
Ithat boy... to chocolate ice cream...
Ito purple dragons... to the new
[guys... to toothbrushes... to the silent
treatment... to 5am not being late on
the weekends... to making new
friends... to not having to worry
about getting a job... to rode trips...
to direct flights... to cheers and boos
being back... to prospect of sunshine

V

send us your cheers and boos
by Sunday night to Box aa or
at mirror@fairl.fairfield.edu

THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK

The Teaching
Opportunity Program
Is Teaching On Your Horizon?
Ate you a graduate with a bachelor's degree in mathematics,
science or a related analytical field and a strong academic
record? Through the new Teaching Opportunity Program (TOP)
Scholarships you can build the foundation of a career as an
educator teaching in New York City's
public schools, cam your master's degree,
and guarantee a successful future for
thousands of students.
Apply to be a TOP Scholar today.

TOP Scholarships Provide:
A Full Tuition Scholarship for a Master's
Degree that will lead to New York State
Teacher Certification
A Guaranteed Teaching Position in a
New York City Public School
A Fully Supported Summer Preparation Program
For more information and an application

call (212) 794-544415446 or visit our website at
www.top.cuny.edu
^*£gj£

A collaborative initiative between

The City University
Of New York
and
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The Board of
Education
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Tag, youre it! But do they want to be it?
One student explores the dating pool
By Maria DeRuccio
STAFF WRITER
For the moment let's revert back to childhood and recall
an exhilarating game of tag. . .
Tag you're it! Now go run
and hunt down your prey You
feel powerful; your heart races,
your palms begin to sweat, and
your pulse is off the charts. But
wait, your prey has just safely
arrived at the big oak tree you call
base. This obstacle has made
your target unattainable. You feel
frustrated, and your desire to tag
your victim is increasing with
each passing moment. Ahh, finally you are able to tag. You feel
dominant and gratified. Your
hunger is satisfied, but now what?
The game of tag is a good
representation for the game of desire. He wants her, she doesn't
want him, he follows her, she runs
from him, and the cycle can gd
on forever. I don't think I'm
wrong to assume that we've all
been there, we've all been "it".
If you're shaking your head in
dismay at my presumption then

you're certainly missing out. The
game of desire is fun and exciting; it's
a great game to play if you're adventurous. There is definite thrill involved in the chase. But why do we
involve ourselves in this chase, why
do we waste our time pursuing someone who is furiously running in the
opposite direction. It's like we're run-

blocked our target; our desire will burn
even stronger for a person who is unattainable.
Unfortunately, the game of
desire is not always stimulating and
wild. For instance, one of two outcomes is inevitable. We come to our
senses and stop hunting or we finally
catch what we have been so desperately

The game of tag is
a good representation for the game of
desire.
ning the wrong way on a one way
street, and people are yelling at us to
stop, but we just don't listen. Why in
the world are we such gluttons for
punishment? Simple. We always
want what we cannot have. Just as
when we were children and a barrier

trying to obtain. Then what. . .is the
game over? Uh-oh, it's not so much a
game anymore. No more fun or playful competition. Now it's time to deal
with the real issue, do you really want
this infamous obsession? Many people
don't know what to do once the pur-

sued tags them back. You can try
to work on, dare I say it, a relationship. Or you can set your eyes
on a different, more attracting target. Either way, we are faced with
this continual game.
I am definitely not an expert on the game of desire, but I
can offer some constructive criticism. To the chaser, have fun in
your hunt. Be careful of disillusionment because things aren't always what they seem. To the
chased, make sure don't run forever or you may never get tagged.
Be sure not to use the safety of base
too often because you'll miss out
on all the excitement and may
overlook a noteworthy pursuer. To
both players, make certain you
play a fair game and it will all be
worthwhile in the end.
For the rest of our lives, it
is certain that we will continue to
crave and wish for the unreachable. We will hope that the grass
is greener on the other side and
remain in the thrilling pursuit for
what we lust. Now is the time to
experiment and have fun, because
once we're in the real world the
games must cease. So for now
enjoy, the thrill of the chase. . .

Are you lefty or righty?
Learn where your intellect lies
By Megan Lioaconi
STAFF WRITER

Do you know if you are
left-brained or right-brained?
Do you understand what it
means to be left or rightbrained?
The basic premise for determining which side you are on
is based on the way you process
information. The left and right
hemispheres of the brain process
differently, and people tend to
process using their dominant
side.
The left side of the brain
processes information in a linear manner, from part to whole,
according to www.mtsu.edu.
The left brain takes the pieces
of information and arranges
them in a logical order to determine the conclusion.
The right side of the brain
processed form whole to parts.
These people need to see the big

picture or the answer first, and then
work out the details backward. For
example, for a right-brained student
to follow a lecture it helps if they
are told the big picture first, otherwise they may get confused.
The left-brained person tends

tion more randomly, as opposed to in
a sequence. They do not make lists
often, and jump from one task to another before completion of the first
one. For example, they may hand in
assignments late because they were
working on something else at the

Whether you are left-brain dominant
or right brain dominant, the way a
person processes information is
unique to that individual.
to make lists and process information in a sequential manner. They
make master schedules and daily
planning lists. Left-brained students
complete tasks in the order on the
list and enjoy being able to check
off each one that is completed. Also,
learning things in sequences in easy
for left-brained students, such as
spelling and math equations.
On the other hand, the rightbrained students process informa-

same time, causing a backup in work.
It is also easier for the left brain
to understand symbols, such as letters, words and numbers. The leftbrained student is more comfortable
with linguistic and math problems,
and will simply memorize the information put in front of them.
By contrast, the right-brained
students want material to be more
concrete, so that they can see, feel or
touch the actual object. These stu-

dents do better by seeing words in
context so that they can understand
and derive the meaning, as opposed to simply memorizing it.
Right-brained students tend
to use their intuition more often
than logical processing. On a test,
a right-brained student may not actually know the correct answer to
a question, yet they go with their
gut feeling and are usually correct.
In reading and writing, rightbrained students may not know the
grammatically proper forms of
words, but they can tell what
'feels' or 'sounds' correct.
The left-brain is more conservative in processing. Leftbrained students piece together all
bits of information, such as in a science experiment, and from which
they can draw a logical conclusion.
These students also pay close attention to punctuation and grammatical errors.
Whether you are left-brain
dominant or right-brain dominant,
the way is person processes information is unique to that individual.
In many cases the right and left
brain need to work together to
solve the problem at hand.
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You are the problem
the students of their rights. I try
to get some other people to be
passionate about that as well,
I have read a lot of meanbut sometimes that effort falls
ingless drivel in my time as
short.
Commentary Editor for this
There are plenty of things
fine publication, but last
to be passionate about. This
week's letter from Luke Goljan
school has a lot of things to offer those who attend. The key
(Fairfield University: A sorry
is getting people to realize that.
State, March 2) is one of the
I have tried to do so for the last
worst examples.
three years. Whether or not it
I would like to say that I do
works is something we
not understand the
will see in time. The
point of his letter, but
fact that you think
assuming that he acnothing anyone does is
tually has a point is a
You are the problem about
of consequence is ridangerous assumpdiculous.
tion to make. At
which I rant and rave each and
I am an editor, and
points he seems to
every week. You say that you
I have been for the last
bash the Mirror, the
two years. Does that
HAM Channel, and
will not be passionate about
make my effort any
WVOF. Then he tells
anything until someone else is.
less important than the
us not to stop doing
Why?
individuals who conwhat we are doing no
tribute articles or letmatter how often
ters to all the sections?
people denigrate our
I think not.
efforts. Sir, what the
To say that nothing is worth
people. They are the ones who
hell are you talking about?
caring about is the problem.
sit in this office every week
To say, "(t)here's nothing
Your attitude is like a virus.
and curse at the two
worth caring about" when reWhen you cut down those who
Macintosh computers we use
ferring to this campus is just
try and accomplish something,
to put out this "incompetently
plain stupid. There is plenty to
it makes the effort seem just a
produced" product. I bet those
care about. That's the problem.
little less worth it. It is hard to
who take part in the athletic
There are a lot of things to care
do all of this thankless crap
program, as well as WVOF
about, things which will affect
only to get bashed by you. But
and the HAM Channel, are
the lives of everyone on camwe still do it. And so does evequally passionate about their
pus. Just because certain indieryone else.
work.
viduals do not do anything in
If those who are not editors
I am passionate about a few
relation to these situations does
or
producers
did not care about
things.
I
care
about
this
paper.
not indicate that the situations
anything and put in a crappy
I have seen it come from a
do not exist.
effort, then we would have
piece of crap into something I
We are most certainly not
nothing to edit or produce. It
am very proud of. I like to
past asking questions on the
is not an individual effort. Evthink that I, as well as the other
"apathy issue." The fact that
eryone really does care. And
you feel none of the issues are
editors and every single person
there is plenty to care about all
who has worked for us, made
worth caring about is the very
over this campus.
definition of apathy. Saying
a difference.
If there wasn't, then there
"People won't always be like
I am passionate about findwould be no need for this secing a solution to the beach livthis" is not going to change
tion.
your current situation. You are
ing situation that will not rob
By John O'Dea
COMMENTARY EDITOR

allowing people to determine
how you are to live your life.
Not caring about that is, say it
with me now, apathy.
You are the problem about
which I rant and rave each and
every week. You say that you
will not be passionate about
anything until someone else is.
Why? Why not to do something original?
I know a lot of passionate
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If you build it, will they steal it?
To the Editor:
Lieutenant Hans Grauert Memorial
Field was donated by the Grauert family in memory of their son and brother
who was killed in action in Vietnam,
for the sole use of the Fairfield University Rugby Football Club. The
rugby club was the sole user of the field
for about 25 years. A monument dedicated to Dr. Paul Irwin Davis, affectionately known as "P.I.D." to hundreds of former Red Ruggers and the
moderator of the club for many years,
is placed on the western sideline of the
field. Lt. Hans Grauert Memorial Field
holds many traditional and sentimental value to the club for these reasons.
The problems of the Fairfield University Rugby Football Club began when
the university started a footbal team.
This created a need for another field
for the university football team to practice on, because the administration did
not want to tear up Alumni or Varsity
field. The athletic administration's solution to their dilemma was to have the
university football team practice on the
intramural field, which was later turned
into the artificial turf field, and have
the Fairfield Prep football team practice on Lt. Hans Grauert Memorial
Field. In the spring season, we must
share the field with the Fairfield Prep
rugby team. The results to having the

gerous playing conditions because as
Fairfield Prep football team practice on
the forwards in the scrum slipped, the
the rugby club's field were exactly
forwards in the front of the scrum,
what the administration did not want
known as the Props and the Hooker
to happen to Alumni or Varsity Field.
(because he hooks the ball with his
There was no grass down the middle
foot), have their heads slammed into
of the field or the right and left has
marks, every five yards, and the footthe ground with the force of eight men
pushing up against them. Their arms
ball field sidelines, which are about ten
are useless
yards inin protectside the
ing themrugby field
selves
besidelines.
Lieutenant Hans Grauert Memocause they
The adrial Field was donated by the
are tightly
ministration had
Grauert family in memory of their bound into
the grace to
scrum.
son and brother who was killed in the
A dry field
let us conaction in Vietnam, for the sole use produced
tinue using
large
our field
of the Fairfield University Rugby
clouds of
f
o
r
Football Club.
dust which
matches.
As you can
make
it
imagine,
hard to see
let alone breathe when you are running
this produced horrible playing condifor forty straight minutes. During the
tions. If it had rained the night before,
fall season of my freshman year, the
virtually the whole field was mud. This
club practiced on the intramural field.
made the field practically useless for
My sophomore year the administration
scrums, a method of putting the ball
let us practice on a small strip of grass
back into play after an infraction in
in front of Campion Hall, bordered by
which the forwards of each team bind
Varsity Field and the outdoor baskettogether and sink low to the ground in
ball courts. This season, the club was
an attempt to push the other team over
forced to practice and play our matched
the rugby ball in order to gain posseson Barlow Field, along with Fairfield
sion of it. The mud also produced dan-

Diallo comment shows
apathy of Fairfield U.
To the Editor:
A few weeks ago, The Mirror questioned whether or not students on this
campus were apathetic. This paper answered its own question in that same
issue when it recognized the need to
provide readers with a definition of the
word. However, this week's issue of
The Mirror provides startling evidence of the apathy that runs rampant here at Fairfield University.
First of all, the only time in
which national or world news is
mentioned in The Mirror is when
that news somehow effects campus
directly. Two perfect examples of
this are the mentions of the presidential elections and the sanctions
imposed on Iraq by the United Nations. Both articles in this week's
issue appear as a direct result of the
fact that the elections and the sanctions
have been heavily publicized this past
week on campus. It is quite obvious
to most people that The Mirror is the
only newspaper that a majority of students on this campus read. It is their
only means of obtaining news-if that
is what you choose to call it. As a result. The Mirror has not only the privilege of being read by the entire student
body, but also the obligation to keep

JK

the student body well-informed of the
news. By news, I mean events that occur outside the gates of Fairfield University.
Having said that, let me return to the
issue with which I started this letter:
apathy. If I was not convinced that the
students on this campus were apathetic

If I was not convinced that the
students on this campus
were apathetic before, one line
in this week's issue of The
Mirror changed that. Diallo
verdict...thumbs up.
before, one line in this week's issue of
The Mirror changed that. Diallo
verdict...thumbs up. What more proof
of apathy do we need?
If that ridiculous statement was not
enough to both convince and disgust
you, it gets even better. Not only did
the list praise the Diallo verdict, but it
did so among mentions of Uncle Ben's
Rice Bowls, topless girls at the Grape,
and Bubble Tournaments. I ask you, is

this what we have come to? Is this the
type of campus that we are on? I realize that I cannot measure the entire student body by the ignorant opinion of
one student. Unlike some, I look beyond what is immediately in front of
me and try to form judgements based
on fact and not what I wish would happen. However, the fact that this student had such an opinion, the fact
that it was even printed, and the fact
that the whole Diallo trial was only
referred to as an item on a thumbs
up or down list does discourage me.
It makes me feel as if people choose
to remain in the dark on issues regardless of the facts. For those of
you who don't know, Amadou
Diallo was a black man who was
shot to death by four New York City
police officers. The four officers
fired forty-one shots, nineteen of which
hit Mr. Diallo. The murder case was
tried, not in the Bronx but in Albany.
It was prosecuted by an inept attorney
from the Bronx District Attorney's office. A jury made up of four black
people and eight white people acquitted all four officers...all four of them.
The four officers who shot and killed
an unarmed man were cleared-acquitSee Diallo, pg. 13

Prep football, because Grauert Field
was forced to be put offline for reconstruction due to the damage done to it
by the Prep football team. It cost the
university hundreds of thousands of
dollars to repair the field. The field will
reopen next fall semester.
Another problem that the administration forced on the rugby club is that
they force us to practice between the
hours of 1 and 3 in the afternoon. As
»all students at Fairfield know, the most
number of classes and the most desirable classes are scheduled at this time.
Since classes begin at the half-hour past
the hour, and our practices begin at 1
o'clock, we are forced to miss the 5th,
6th, Turbo 6th, 7th and Turbo 7th periods. Members of the club are forced to
not register for these classes, which are
usually classes for a Major, or they cannot attend practice. The club has about
forty members, but we can get only
twenty players at practice because of
conflicting schedules. The university
has let us pre-register with other athletes, but this makes no difference when
the classes we need are during our practice time, This also hinders the club's
possibility of hiring acoach. Not many
people have careers that leave the hours
of one to three open. I have received
many responses from prospective
See Rugby pg. 12

Question
of the
week:
Are you
still there?
Submissions due
Sunday at
6 p.m.
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Editor urges student to seek
more information
By Brian M. Williams
COMMENTARY EDITOR
In response to Ms. DeMoura's letter to the Editor found in this issue (p.
11), I would like to commend her on
not falling into my definition of apathy from a couple weeks ago (the absence of passion, interest, emotion,
etc...)- Ms. DeMoura shows plenty of
all of the above when she writes to
adamantly condemn my thoughts on
the verdict of the Diallo trial and my
being in the dark on the issues.
I have to ask her one question
though. Am I not entitled to my own
opinion? If the answer is yes then let
me also ask, where better to place an
opinion than in the Opinion section of
the school's paper?
You do not know me and therefore
it is "ignorant" and unfair to characterize me as someone who is both
"heartless and unjust," and who
"chooses to remain in the dark on issues regardless of the facts." I only
answer to facts.
I formed my opinion based on the
facts which I myself read in the New
York Times among other newspapers.
This is where I form my judgements,
from the printed facts. The jury in the
Diallo trial also made their judgement
on facts that the court saw fit to ad-

mit. It took those jurors better than
twenty-three hours spread across three
days to reach their decision to acquit.
Pointing out the racial breakdown of
the jury in that case is inconsequential because in the Diallo trial, as with
as all criminal trials, the
jury must
reach
a
unanimous
decision
rather than
prove beyond
a reasonable
doubt. Your
four outnumbered black
jurors also
saw that the
facts in the
case pointed towards a "not guilty"
verdict.
While I will not accept being called
"ignorant" and "heartless and unjust,"
I will accept being called stupid for
putting the opinion in one of the more
insignificant areas of my section. I
should have known not to put anything
controversial in the soft sections of the
paper. They are the most read. Those
who know me can attest to the fact that
I kick around the Mirror office week
in and week out complaining that controversial letters to the editor and articles written by our editorial staff go

unanswered. This is what raised the
question of apathy.
The lack of reader response
prompted me to wonder if the Mirror
served more of a purpose than to wipe
up spilled Mountain Dew in the cafeteria. I
cannot understand
why when
something
makes the
Cheers
and Boos
or
the
Campus
Beat, it becomes the
biggest
thing on
campus
while when articles are devoted to
covering issues, they remain unanswered. It went in the Thumbs Up,
Thumbs Down section to hopefully
get a rise out of students. And it
worked.
This being known, I would like to
offer a bit of advice to Ms. DeMoura,
the sophomore, who feels that it is the
"obligation" of The Mirror to keep students aware of "the events that occur
outside the gates of Fairfield University." I love The Mirror and I work
very hard on it each week, but I have
to tell you that it should not be your

The lack of reader response
prompted me to wonder if
the Mirror served more of
a purpose than to wipe up
spilled Mountain Dew in
the cafeteria.

Rugby team feels
slighted
Continued from pg. 11
Club would be a varsity sport if rugby
coaches who would like to coach us,
was sponsored by the NCAA. There
but have asked if the practice time could
are more college rugby clubs in the US,
be moved to later in the afternoon. An412, than there are of some sports
other problem that this practice time has— ^which are sponsored by the NCAA,
caused for us is recruitment. We rely
such as water polo. Also, the club is in
on former high school athletes who
its 37th year of existence with the highwant to continue being an athlete, com^
est amount of support of any athletic
ing out for the team, usually after they
alumni. There are not many teams at
have seen one of our banners or flyers.
Fairfield which have been established
It is almost impossible for us to genersince 1963. The club has a memberate new members for the club because
ship of about forty students, which is
they cannot attend practice. I had a
comparable to other varsity teams such
meeting this past Friday with Athletic
as hockey and lacrosse. Just because
Director Gene Doris, Coordinator of
we are a club sport does not mean we
Club Sports Allison Sexton, our modtake playing rugby less seriously than
erator Dr. Phil Lane, and our Alumni/
varsity teams or that we like winning
Grauert family representative Dr. Kurt
less. Not all of our members could play
Schlichting. The purpose was to dison a varsity team at Fairfield, but some
cuss the club's desire to restore our
of our members can and have. I think
practice time of 3 to 5 or 4 to 6 in the
the administration takes advantage of
afternoon and disallow any football
the fact that we are a student run orgateam from using the field. I was asnization without a coach. Hopefully,
sured by Mr. Doris that no football team
with the representation of respected
will be using Grauert Field. There is a
university community members Dr.
possibility that we will be sharing the
Lane and Dr. Schlichting, our requests
field with a soccer team. We don't have
can be satisfied. We are not asking for
a problem with sharing the field with a
special treatment. We are simply asksoccer team because they do not tear
ing for the university to return to us
up the field, but it is impossible for the
what was stolen five years ago so we
club to survive with a practice time of
can become a successful rugby club.
one to three in the afternoon. No other
team at Fairfield University is forced
Sincerely,
to practice at this time: Allison Sexton
Adam Lynch '01
pointed out to me that varsity teams
President
have priority. I would argue that the
Fairfield University Rugby Football
Fairfield University Rugby Football
Club

number one news source outside of
Fairfield. Our job is to report news
that comes out of the lives of the Fairfield University community. If you
really think it is "quite obvious" that
The Mirror is "the only newspaper
that a majority of students on campus
read" then we are amidst a sad state
of affairs. You must not see the number of student subscriptions to the
New York Times and Wall Street Journal delivered to the mailroom daily.
It is no one's responsibility to keep
you or any other Fairfield student informed of the "facts" of what is going in the world. That is where you
have to take your education outside
the classroom and learn for yourself.
You say students are "only as apathetic as the information given to
them." How sad that you rely on other
people to feed you the knowledge you
use to form your own opinions. This
must have been the case with the
phantom mention of "topless girls at
the Grape." I never said that, it never
happened, and since you are a sophomore, that must have come secondhand.
There is a world of truth out there
just waiting for you to seek it out. I
read and came to a conclusion and that
is my right. We don't have to agree,
but we should understand that you
must expand your world beyond what
other people tell you and start looking for the answers on your own.

Thumbs Up...
...Thumbs Down
What's good and what's bad these days ? Here's a
few examples of what I feel "has got" or "has not."

42 minute Sopranos

two freakin' thumbs down

St. Patrick's Day
Stealing Kegs
Mardi Gras block party

Thumbs up (hie)!
Down (in the sound).
Show me your thumbs up.

Food TV's Iron Chef

Up. Watch this.

0-2 on MAAC Sunday

Down. Dammit.

'Sports Collecters'
Bush's no-show

Up. LIMITEDEDITION
Down. Dammit again.

Darren Phillip in SI

UP
Up them, down us.

SHU gets McCain
Iona's Kirksay

Down. Recount.

4 pulled wisdom teeth over break

Down for O'Dea

Bad, Bad Leroy Brown

Up for Nookie
by brian Williams commentary editor
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Still more (and the
last) of "Carpe Diem"
To the Editor:
Over the last few weeks there has
been a heated ppint/counter-point discussion regarding the validity of the
"Carpe Diem" philosophy-taking place
in the Commentary section of this
newspaper. This week the tone of the
discussion changes as I have awoken.
Matt Bizzarro helped me realize this:
Frankly, we're sorry for the edgy
comments advocating a reasonably stable lifestyle that
aims to make the most out of
our college years. This is not
a full retraction, but more a
change of heart. We thank Ms.
Appelle (the wise freshman)
for teaching us better ways to
spend our last days as undergraduate students.
In the beginning of the fall
semester when the spit from
Renee's parents' good-bye
smoochies had not yet dried on
her cheeks, her facilitator was
her only link to events outside
of her dorm room. We woke up one
Saturday morning and had a luau.
In retrospect this "luau" was a horrible idea. We are sorry to have misled
the "between 2000 to 3000 people who
crammed Lantern Point..." (Connecticut Post, Monday September 27th
1999). We never wanted any of them
to have fun. Sleep is lost some nights
thinking about all of the sinful behavior we encouraged that day. College

students should never have spent that
beautiful afternoon on the sand, being
social, smiling and tweaking their tans.
Bad men encourage terrible things.
A heartfelt apology to not only the
students and the faculty, but more importantly, the Fairfield University librarians who work so hard on weekends. If we could have done it all over
again on that gorgeous Saturday, we

and tried but the parties keep occurring.
Rumors of people pulling out their
love muscles in exchange for 10-cent
beads and skunked keg beer could not
pull us away from the opportunity to
make ourselves better. Studying is better than Mardi Gras. The light of our
desk lamps on any Friday night is better than the romantic dimness of Al's
Place or the happy illumination
of the Bunny's beirut table.
Forget Matt and I being 22
years old. Forget that we're
second semester seniors. All
that we have learned both in
college, at Fairfield beach, or
on the road with our best
friends is nothing. Everything
that either of us need to live life
we've learned from this ongoing literary exchange.
I now know that making
people groove is not an accomplishment. It's fun. Especially
when we "carpe" the chance to
come down from our pedestals and
groove with the folks who planned to
be exactly where they are.

If we could have done it all
over again on that gorgeous
Saturday, we would have.
lured our party to the library
with rumors of free biscuits.

would have lured our party to the Library with rumors of free biscuits.
The 25-year-old tradition of the Naut
should end. It's not a stress release
valve for high-intensity college life but
a distraction to what is truly important.
Those who are at all concerned with
finding a floating party will never finish that assigned novel or be able to
rest long enough to sleep in. We tried

Sincerely,
Jared Scotto '00
Matt Bizzarro '00
PS: We'd rather drink broken glass
than need to seize the day just to have
a good time. .
.
_

D i a 1 1 o
comments
are the sign
of apathy at
Fairfield
Continued from pg. 11
ted on all counts. If, knowing all of
the facts, you can marginalize the entire case by simply shrugging your
shoulders and saying Diallo
verdict...thumbs up, then you are not
only apathetic, you are heartless and
unjust.
Shame on the student for writing
that list. Shame on the editors for allowing it to be printed. Shame on The
Mirror for failing the entire student
body by not keeping the students completely informed. If students are indifferent and dispassionate, the blame
does not rest solely on their shoulders.
Part of the blame lies on the institutions that have the ability to effect
change in the students but do not do
so. Are the students on this campus
apathetic? They are only as apathetic
as the information that is given to
them. They are only as apathetic as
their options. They are only as apathetic as they are made to be.
Sincerely,
Diane DeMoura '02

Jubilee 2000
Lent
Open Wide the Doors for Christ
March 8

Ash Wednesday

Mass 8:00 12:00 4:40
& 9:00 pm
Ecumenical Prayer 6:30

Sunday March 26

Bishop's Jubilee Visit 7:00 Mass

Sunday April 9

Healing Mass

Sunday April 16

Gospel Mass-Palm Sunday 7:00

April 20-22

Holy Week Triduum 7:00/7:00/8:00

April 23

Easter Sunday 11:00

Sacrament of Penance

March 21 after 9pm Mass
April 10 after 10pm Mass

Soup and Scripture

Following 12:00 Mass
Mon.March 20/ Tues. Mar. 28
Wed.April 5/Thurs. April 13

Campus Lenten Retreat

Mon. Tues. Wed. - Mar. 27-April 12
10pm/9pm/9pm

11:00 7:00 10:00

++*Egan CfiapeCofSt. Ignatius LoyoCa++

A
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Arts & Entertainment
HBO's OZ: It's No Place Like Home
By Mike Shaw
STAFF WRITER

For the past few months all talk of
dramas on HBO have revolved around
one New Jersey crime family. Sopranos,
Sopranos, Sopranos. That is all you hear
these days, but there is a far better show
on this channel. As great as it is, however, I'm sure that many of you have
never seen it or even heard of it. So I
want to take you inside the walls of
Oswald State Penitentiary and introduce
you to the best show on television today
-OZ.
Taking place in a fictional penitentiary, OZ tells the story of a group of
selected inmates taking part in an experimental system. By living in Emerald
City, they are allowed to bypass the tedium and boredom of the usual prison
life. Most of their day is spent in classrooms, at various jobs, or in the gym.
Unlike most prisoners, they do not have
to spend the majority of their time in a
cell.
The creator of this experiment is Assistant Warden Tim McManus (Terry
Kinney) who believes that this system
can have a better outcome on these men's

lives than the standard revolving door
of a common prison. Over the past three
seasons, the viewer has watched as
McManus' beloved project falls apart all
around him. As innovative as Em City
has been, the inhabitants of it are still
brutal criminals.
Instead of creating a community,
Em City is rife with murders, gangs,
drugs, and violence. McManus is feeling the heat from all around him about
the shortcomings of this program and
with each passing month he loses more
and more control. No one knows for sure
exactly how much longer state officials
are going to continue to support this controversial environment.
In a cast of dozens, there are several prisoners who stand out as noteworthy and influential. The first such man
is the show's narrator, Augustus Hill
(Harold Perrineau,) who takes the audience inside the life of each prisoner.
Through his narration, the viewer finds
out what these various men did to find
themselves inside these walls. Although
his character is of little importance to the
show's storylines, he is the one that
brings everything together.
As bloodthirsty and vicious as many
of these inmates are, there is no one that
is more terrifying than Simon Adebisi
(Adewale Akinnuoye-Agbaje.) Although

he presents a rather laidback and calm
persona, he is always looking for ways
to control the action. Whether it is controlling the drug trade or simply getting
back at his enemies, Adebisi will do
whatever it takes to get his way. Em
City's drug trade was run by mob boss
Nino Schibetta (Tony Musante,) and
Adibisi wanted it all for himself. So he
befriended Schibetta and worked for
months under him.
At the same time, though, he used
his job in the kitchen to grind glass down
to powder and put it in his food. Overtime, this glass cut apart Schibetta's insides and killed him. Needless to say,
Adibisi is not a man to cross.
If Adibisi is the most brutal man in

Em City,
there is
no one
with
more
controi
than
Kareem
Said
(Eamonn
Walker.)
He is the
head of
t h e
prison's
Muslim population and has the prison's
officials watching his every move. He
has already caused a deadly riot and
turned down a pardon from the governor on national television.
What is perhaps most chilling about
him is his religious passivity. Underneath
this calm exterior, however, is a powder
keg of white hatred and rage. No one
knows what he will do next and it is just
this mystery that makes him so terrifying.
There is no weak link in this
stellar cast, but perhaps the greatest of
all is Tobias Beecher (Lee Tergesen.)
Beecher came to Em City in the very first
continud pg. 16

Spring time at the box office
New movie debuts
By Kaylin Curran
A&E EDITOR

With every new season comes new
movies...and this year is no different for
the industry. Some of the most anticipated and talked about movies of the
year are making their debut in the upcoming months. Big names, big budgets, big reviews??? The verdict is still
out on some of these 'big winners' at
the box office but here is your own preview of what to expect this spring in
your nearest Multi-Plex.
Bette Midler ("Ruthless
People"), Neve Campbell ("Scream 3"),
Danny Devito ("War of the Roases")
and Jamie Lee Curtis ("True Lies") star
in "Drowning Mona" directed by Nick
Gomez. The movie centers around a
small town woman everyone wished
death upon. Midler stars as this unfortunate victim in a plot grounded in both
intrigue and laughs. Devito stars as the

chief investigator with suspects
Campbell, Curtis and Casey Affleck
("Good Will Hunting"). With a budget

laughs in the theatre. The movie opened
last Friday nation wide.

'Mission to Mars"
that soared up to $8 million dollars, I
doubt that this film will be an Oscar grabber next year but will guarantee the

Julia Roberts continues her
movie making madness this year with
the fact based film "Erin Brockovich."
Universal Pictures sets to release this

film on March 17th. The movie surrounds a single mother of three working
at a small law firm who unknowingly
stumbles upon a water contamination
cover-up. Her boss (Albert Finney) allows her to investigate the case and the
two wage a war with over 600 plaintiffs on their side.
Written by Susannah Grant
("Ever After") and Richard
LaGravenese ("The Horse Whisper")
and directed by "sex, lies, videotape"
director Steve Soderbergh. There has
been much talk that this role could help
Roberts win the Oscar next year. If
you ask me this film sounds a lot like
John Travolta's 1998 film "A Civil
Action." The trend in these last few
years seems to be focused around law
cases.
Another movie I am going to
highlight but am rather reluctant to preview is Madonna's newest movie that
opened last week at the box office.
Starring Madonna (Abbie) and Rupert
Everett (Robert), "The Next Best Thing"
is the story of two best friends who have
continued on g. 16
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Dig gin' D Angela
By Mike Whelan
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Once again D'Angelo has delivered
another soulful album, which distances
him from other artists and helps him
avoid the dreaded "sophomore slump"
(i.e. Mase), with his second album titled
"Voodoo".
By now everyone has seen his newest
video "Untitled (How does it feel)",
where D'Angelo puts a creative twist to
an otherwise boring video by performing the song naked. Once you find out
the meaning behind the video and song
it all makes sense, but the meaning is
too bawdy to write about for this column.
Aside from his latest hit single, the album in general is reminiscent of Prince,
"Before he changed his name and started
making wack songs" to quote the late
Big Pun. Some say his voice sounds like
Bobby McFerrin on opium, with beats
full of soul, and have drawn comparisons to Curtis Mayfield. However, you
can fairly say that D'Angelo is his own

star. Who else could draw these comparisons and then have guest appearances by artists like Method Man and
Redman on a hit single?
On his first single "Devil's Pie,"
D'Angelo enlists the help of DJ Premier,
one of the hottest producers in the game

right now. The beat is hot and upbeat
and seems to combine the sounds of hiphop and soul collectively. His lyrics in
the song are like no other, until you hear
the rest of the album.
The second single off the album is his

collaboration with Method Man and
Redman titled "Left & Right."
D'Angelo sings the hook
for Method Man's single,
"Breakups to Makeups" off
his last album "Tical2000."
Method Man and Redman
are on constant radio airplay from their
collaboration
titled "Blackout." Redman
summed up
the song when
he said, "I
don't sling
weight, I sling
condoms for Spring
Break."
The last joint off his album
is "Untitled (How does it
feel)" and unless you have
been under a rock for the
past month you have heard the newest
single by D'Angelo. This track is the
hottest song off the album and should
be repeated over and over again, just to
gain a sense of what he is truly expressing and is capable of producing.

There are other songs that you should
check out such as "Spanish Joint," which

has a Spanish flair to its beat. "Chicken
Grease" and "Africa" are other songs,
which showcase just how truly talented
he really is. The majority of the songs
are written and produced by D'Angelo
and some contain D'Angelo performing
musical instruments.
Continued on pg. 16

A&E Staff Predicts Oscars big night
Nominees for Best Picture:
"American Beauty"
"The Cider House Rules"
"The Green Mile"
"The Insider"
"The Sixth Sense"
Predictions:
Kay Iin Curran
Should win:
"American Beauty"
Will win:
"American Beauty"
Jennifer Sehnert
Should win:
"American Beauty"
Will win:
"American Beauty"
Kate Mullaney
Should win:
"American Beauty"
Will win:
"American Beauty"
Mike Shaw
Should win:
"American Beauty"
Will win:
"American Beauty"
Nominees for Best Actor:
Russell Crowe, "The Insider"
Richard Farnsworth, "The Straight
Story"
Sean Penn, "Sweet and Lowdown"
Kevin Spacey, "American Beauty"
Denzel Washington, "The Hurricane"
Predictions:
Kavlin Curran

Should win:
Kevin Spacey
Will win:
Kevin Spacey

Kate Mullaney
Should win:
Hilary Swank
Will win:
Hilary Swank

Jennifer Sehnert
Should win:
Kevin Spacey
Will win:
Kevin Spacey
Kate Mullaney
Should win:
Kevin Spacey
Will win:
Denzel Washington
Mike Shaw
Should win:
Kevin Spacey
Will win:
Denzel Washinton
Nominees for Best Actress:
Annette Bening, "American Beauty"
Janet McTeer, "Tumbleweeds"
Julianne Moore, "The End of the Affair"
Meryl Streep, "Music of the Heart"
Hilary Swank, "Boys Don't Cry"
Predictions:
Kay Iin Curran
Should win:
Annette Bening
Will win:
Hilary Swank
Jennifer Sehnert
Should win:
Annette Bening
Will win:
Meryl Streep

Mike Shaw
Should win:
Annette Benning
Will win:
Annette Benning
Nominees for Best Director:
Sam Mendes, "American Beauty"
Spike Jonze, "Being John Malkovich"
Lasse Hallstrom, "The Cider House
Rules"
Michael Mann, "The Insider"
M. Night Shyamalan, "The Sixth Sense"
Predictions:
Kaylin Curran
Should win:
Spike Jonze
Will win:
Sam Mendes
Jennifer Sehnert
Should win:
Sam Mendes
Will win:
Sam Mendes
Kate Mullaney
Should win:
Spike Jonze
Will win:
Sam Mendes
Mike Shaw
Should win:
Sam Mendes
Will win:

Sam Mendes
Nominees for Best Supporting Actor:
Michael Caine, "The Cider House
Rules"
Tom Cruise, "Magnolia"
Michael Clarke Duncan, "The Greer
Mile""
Jude Law, "The Talented Mr. Ripley"
Haley Joel Osment, "The Sixth Sense"
Predictions:
Kaylin Curran
Should win:
Tom Cruise
Will win:
Haley Joel Osment
Jennifer Sehnert
Should win:
Haley Joel Osment
Will win:
Michael Caine
Kate Mullaney
Should win:
Tom Cruise
Will win:
Tom Cruise
Mike Shaw
Should Win:
Tom Cruise
Will win:
Tom Cruise
Nominees for Best Supporting Actress:
Toni Collette, "The Sixth Sense"
Angelina Jolie, "Girl Interrupted"
Catherine Keener, "Being Johr
Malkovich"
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episode as a meek lawyer who killed a
little girl while driving drunk. He was
out of place from day one and was looking for anyone to latch on to.
Unfortunately for Tobias, he fell under the wing of Vern Schillinger (J.K.
Simmons,) a truly evil man and the
leader of this prison's Aryans. Beecher
quickly became Schillinger's "prag"
(yes, that is what you think it is) and went
through a torturous year at his hands.
What is most exceptional about
this character, though, is the tremendous
development that he has experienced
over three short seasons. In the course
of twenty-four episodes, he went from a
meek victim to a defiant killer. After
having his arms and legs broken by
Schillinger and his Aryans,
Beecher killed the guard that took
part in this. Perhaps his greatest revenge
came when Vern's son, Andy, came to
Em City. Beecher befriended Andy and
got him hooked on drugs, forcing his
father to turn his back on him. Within a
few weeks of being in Em City, Andy

winds up dead of a drug overdose.
The combination of tremendous acting and amazing storylines results in what is easily the best show on
television. Unfortunately, though, it does
not get a good deal of recognition. It may
be critically acclaimed, but the audience
is clearly nowhere close to that of "The
Sopranos." You really can't blame HBO
for putting their money behind an obvious winner, but they are letting a wonderful drama fall by the wayside. As I
write this, however, they are repeating
the entire first three seasons on Wednesday nights at 10:00 in anticipation of the
season premiere this summer.
It isn't too late to catch this
show and I promise you will not be disappointed. Take one trip inside the walls
of Em City and you will be hooked right
away by the grittiest, most hard-hitting
show in television history. Be warned,
however, this show is not for everyone.
Unlike Dorothy's world, this Oz is no
place like home.

A&E iyAiigdo
votes does it!
Jennifer Sehnert
Should win:
Angelina Jolie
Will win:
Angelina Jolie
Kate Mullaney
Should win:
Catherine Keener
Will win:
Angelina Jolie
Mike Shaw
Should win:
Toni Collette
Will win:
Chloe Sevigny

Continued from pg 15
The only drawback to the album is th;
t is 74 minutes, which is too long for a
ilbum of these sensual sounds. I foun
hat I could not listen to the album in it
ntirety because of its length, but th;
should not stop you from coping th
oint.
To say one fully understands the whol
ilbum is a lie. To understand it, yo
would have to be on another level o
omprehension because the messages i
lis music are of a deep essence. Also, i
you have time watch "Hits From Th
Street" on BET at 7pm, where you ca
atch the host with his hilarious spoc
an the video "Untitled (How does i
feel)".
This artist is incomparable to anyone i
he industry right now and I encourag
myone who enjoys D'Angelo or musi
similar to his to buy the album.

SPRING
FLICKS
Continued from pg 14
everything in common, one would think
that they would be a perfect couple but
there is a snag...Robert is gay. A night
of drinking and good times completely
turns their life around and Abbie and
Robert find themselves as parents to a
little boy, Sam.
Directed by John Schlesinger
and written by Thomas Ropelewski
"The Next Best Thing" also star Benjamin Bratt, Neil Patrick Harris and

another crew is sent out to investigate
the tragedy and bring back any remaining survivors. Directed by Tom Jacobson
and written by Jim Thomas, John Thomas and Graham Yost, the film is said to
be one of the best space adventures since
Tom Hank's "Apollo 13."
Touchstone Picture also has
distributed the film "High Fidelity" starring John Cusack, Lisa Bonet, Sara Gilbert and Beverly D'Angelo. It is a ro-

"High Fidelity"
Linda Redgrave. I have heard mixed reactions to this film. It has scored big at
the box office but not in too many
people's opinions. All I keep hearing in
one statement, "Madonna should not be
an actress."
I have to preview this movie...it
is Steven Spielberg's latest animation
"The Road to El Dorado." At times these
cartoons are more for adults then children. It is the story of two men, voices
of Kevin Kline and Kenneth Branagh,
who happen to find a map to the lost city
of gold, El Dorado. The two stow away
on Cortes' ship and eventually find the
infamous city. Upon their arrival a priest
(Armand Assante), proclaims them to be
gods in order to take control of the city.
Through their adventures the two meet
a girl (Rosie Perez) who helps them
along.
The movie is distributed by
Dreamworks and will be released on
March 31st. It is rated PG and has been
described by many critics as a warm, fun
loving adventure for all ages.
Set to be released on Friday,
March 10th is Touchstone Pictures "Mission to Mars." Starring Gary Sinese,
Jerry O'Connell and Tim Robbins the
movie is a space epic. When the first
launched expedition to the planet Mars
proves to be disastrous to say the least

mantic comedy about an owner (Cusack
"Say Anything") of a failing record store
in Chicago. It is essentially about a man
and his friends who finally are coming
to terms with the fact that they cannot
be kids for the rest of lives. After losing
his long time girlfriend and faces his failing store, he finally comes to terms with
his own adulthood.
This movie is packed with talent like Cusack and "National
Lampoon's" veteran Beverly D'Angelo,
I do not understand how this movie could
not be hysterical. It is set to be released
on March 31st.
The last movie I am going to
preview is "Keeping the Faith" starring
Edward Norton ("American History X'),
Ben Stiller ("There's Something About
Mary"), Jenna Elfman and Anne
Bancroft ("The Graduate"). This movie
is to be released on April 14th and is the
story of a group of best friends who have
known each other since they were kids.
When Elfman's character returns to her
small town to visit her best buds, sparks
fly and an extremely complicated love
triangle forms s between a priest
(Norton), a Rabbi (Stiller) and a beautiful corporate executive (Elfman). It
sounds like a bad joke but is a romantic
comedy that is said to guarantee laughs
for all.
So that is it...the spring movie preview.
This spring is set to be one of the best
movie seasons in a long time. See you
at the movies!!!

WANT TO WRITE OR
A&E
CALL KAYLIN OR JEN
ATX2533
Oscar nominated "American Beauty'
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Stags sink at Bay

By Matthew Payne
SPORTS EDITOR
The Fairfield University Baseball
squad took an early spring break to San
Francisco last weekend. It was the
Stags first action of the season, and
despite losing all four contests to the
University of San Francisco, they
played good ball to start off the season.
USF had already played 13 games
before the weekend's two double-headers, so the Stags were at a disadvantage. USF entered the weekend at 8-5.
It is hard for the Stags to get game
situation competition with such cold
weather in the northeast. The coldness
confines them to indoor training, but
travelling out west was a golden opportunity to get some practice before the
MAAC season begins, despite the outcome of the games.
On Sunday the Stags put 15 combined runs on the board, but still could
not top their opposition. USF was victorious 14-7 in the early game and 118 in the nightcap.
* Barring the four losses, the Stags
gave USF quality competition all weekend. Even with the Dons having played
13 games already, the Fairfield settled
quickly into the 2000 season.
"We were not sloppy in the field and
hit the ball very well," said senior second baseman, Jeff Hanson. "It is expected that our pitching will struggle
at first, but once they get going, we're
going to be in good shape for conference play."
The Stags tallied 18 hits in Sunday's
scoring spree. In the first game, broth! ers Jim and Tom Lopusznick were flaw-

.........

.-..
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The Stags season got under way last weekend with two double headers at the University of San Francisco

less from the bat. Jim was 4-for-4 with
a sacrifice fly and two RBI's. Tom
went 3-for-3 with a double. Also performing with the stick was junior short
stop Eddie McCrann who had two hits.
Senior third baseman Paul Macchio
finished off a great weekend in the
nightcap with his second home run. He
also had two runs in the game. On Saturday, Macchio was 3-for-4, had a
home run and two stolen bases.
Catcher Sean Easton also slammed
a home run in the nightcap on Sunday.
On Saturday, USF collected 22

combined hits to beat the Stags 8-3 and
4-1. In the opener, the Dons scored five
runs in the sixth inning to increase their
lead to 8-1 and the Stags never recovered.
Jim Lopusznick went 2-for-4 in the
game with a double and two RBI's.
Ryan Bittner was 2-for-3 with two
RBI's. Junior Steve Colcord got the
loss:
In the nightcap, USF scored two
runs in the seventh inning to increase
their lead to 4-1 and that was all they

needed.
In his first appearance on the mound
this season, Dan Krines pitched well. He
lasted eight innings, gave up four runs
and struck out five.
Junior Matt McGoldrick contributed
two hits for the Stags.
USF improved to 12-5 with the victories and Fairfield dropped to 0-4.
The Stags are heading to South Carolina for Spring Break to warm up for
MAAC competition coming up in midMarch.

ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS
Student Support Services provides a wide range
of support services designed to help students adjust

The Millennium is here.
Now get a job.

to college life and successfully identify and pursue
their academic, personal and career goals. We offer:

•

Assistance with study skills difficulties

•

The Peer Tutorial Program

Teach for Kaplan.
If you scored well on the SAT (math or verbal), GRE,
GMAT,LSAT,MCAT, or DAT and would like to help
others do the same, teach for Kaplan.
Call today for teaching position in your area!

•

Assistance for students with disabilities
For More Information Call
Student Support Services at x2445
Hours: M-F 8:30-4:30
Dolan Hall 210

KAPLAN
1-888-KAPLAN2 www.jobs.kaplan.com
EOE M/F
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Stags' season ends on sour note
Turnovers haunt FU in final minutes; lose to Iona 76-72
continued from pg. 20
Fairfield had one last chance to redeem themselves with possession of
the ball with 20 seconds remaining and
down two points 74-72. Sophomore
point guard Jermaine Clark drove to
the basket but was stripped by Iona's
Tariq Kirksay. The Stags fouled the
MAAC Player of the Year and he
nailed both foul shots to ice the victory 76-72.
As it turned out, Iona ended up defeating the number one seed Siena in
the finals to finish a great MAAC season and gain a berth in the NCAATournament.
As for the Stags, this loss will haunt
them until next season. They were so
close to making it to the finals, yet
when the buzzer sounded, they felt so
far away.
Senior Darren Phillip told the Connecticut Post his thoughts on the Stags'
performance in the final two minutes,
"It was a meltdown; we've done that a
couple of times this year. We're just
not mature enough."
Phillip had 13 points and 14 rebounds in the game for his 19th consecutive double-double. It was
Phillip's final game as a Stag.
It was not the outcome he expected,
but nonetheless Phillip had a phenomenal season and career as a Stag. He
led Division I in rebounding with 14
boards a game. Hispresence will certainly be missed next season for the
Red and White. Phillip was

undoubtedly one of the most gifted athletes ever to play for Fairfield University, as well
as one of their best athletic leaders.
The loss to Iona especially hurts because the Stags fought so hard to gain
momentum and the eventual lead in the
second half, after a dismal performance
in the first half.
Iona dominated play in the first half.
Fairfield found themselves down by as
many as 13 points during the first 20
minutes of play. Iona standout Tariq
Kirksay and the low-post presence of
Nakiea Miller hurt the Stags. They
trailed 48-39 at the intermission.
The second half was a different
story for Fairfield as they managed to
cut the Gaels lead to two points 55-53
with an 11-4 spurt. Leroy Robertson
and Jeremy Logancontributed three
points each during the run.
The score remained close at this
point, and the Stags eventually gained
the lead after tying the count at 61-61
with just over nine minutes to go. They
retained a three point lead 70-67 with
3:44 remaining, but turnovers and an
Iona scoring spree squandered their
lead and all hopes of a MAAC title.
For Iona, MAAC Player of the Year,
Kirksay, led all scorers with 21 points
and 11 rebounds. Also contributing on
the offensive end for the Gaels was
Miller who posted a triple-double with
14 points, 10 rebounds, and 11 blocks.
Wilson chipped in 17 points and five
rebounds as well.

Besides Phillip, helping the Stags on
the offensive end were Logan and
Robertson. Freshman Logan had 14
points and three assists and Robertson
contributed 11 points.
The Stags' shooting played a big
role in their loss. Their field goal percentage was under 40 percent and their
foul shooting was a meager 59 percent.
These numbers are
below the Stags' ability and definitely
not reminiscent of a MAAC Champion.
The Stags' 21 turnovers in the
game, six coming in the last two minutes also greatly contributed to the disappointing loss.
The Stags opening round match-up
with six-seeded Manhattan was a different story compared Sunday's painful loss. The Stags broke loose from
the Jaspers in the second to win convincingly and headed into the semis
with confidence.
It was a dismal first half for both
squads. Both squads struggled generating offensive flow. Contributing to
the offensive woes was awful shooting from both teams. The Jaspers shot
32.3 percent from the field in the first
half and Fairfield was even worse at
29.6 percent.
After trailing much of the first half,
Fairfield made a late surge to take a
two-point lead at the break 24-22.
Clark opened up the second half
with consecutive three pointers to establish Stag momentum. Fairfield built

upon this eight point lead throughout
the half and coasted to a 17-point victory 67-50.
Phillip, surprising no one, had another double-double with 16 points and
14 rebounds. Clark added 10 points
and Logan netted nine.
For the Jaspers, All-MAAC first
teamer, Durelle Brown had 21 points
and nine rebounds.
Better luck to the Stags next season.

(
j

If you like
sports and
want to
write for
the Mirror
call Matt
at x2533.

Ice Hockey

Canisius ends hockey's staggering season
Stags fall 6-2, 3-2 in final two games of the season
By Matthew Payne
SPORTS EDITOR
The top 10 vote-getters for the
Hobey Baker Memorial Award make it
to the final poll where coaches nationwide vote for their pick. RaeMetzwas
1 lth as of Tuesday with
3, 668 points, and with a late surge he
could make the final cut. He was only
nine votes behind the tenth place votegetter, Rob DiPietro from Boston University.
It would be some accomplishment
for Metz, a 21-year-old freshman from
Kent, Ohio, to make it to the final cut.
Metz's recognition as one of the better
hockey players in the nation came as a
surprise due Fairfield's poor season.
The Stags' record was
3-28-3.
The last tally for the top 10 was
Wednesday, March 8 and the Mirror did
not know at press time if he made the
top 10. A second phase of voting will
follow from March 17-30, and the ten
finalists will be narrowed to one when
the nation's coaches will vote for one
of the ten players on the ballot. Fans
voted for the finalists on http://
uscollegehocky.com. Each fan was
limited to one vote per day. The Hobey
Baker Award is given to the nation's
best hockey player yearly.
Metz finished the season with some

impressive numbers and achievements.
He was two-time MAAC Rookie of the
Week and finished fifth in the league
in scoring. He totaled 40 points with
17 goals and 23 assists. His 17 goals
tied him for eighth in the MAAC. In
addition, Metz broke the Stag singleseason record for games played with 34.
Metz's 40 points were the second
most tallied by a Fairfield freshman
since the 1974-75 season when Rich
Bowler notched 43 points in the first
season ever of Fairfield hockey.
Fairfield played its final two games
of the season last weekend in Buffalo
versus MAAC foe Canisius. The
Golden Griffins have had a successful
season entering the weekend games at
19-9-4 overall and 16-8-3 in MAAC
play.
With two victories over the Stags,
the Griffins win total of 21 tied the
school record set by the squad in the
1986-87 season. The Stag losses put
an end to a miserable season, one they
would probably like to forget, but cannot because they need to learn and
progress from their mistakes for next
season. They are a young, talented
squad and will undoubtedly improve
and win more games next year.
Despite a loss to Canisius on Saturday the Stags ended the season on a
positive note with a quality effort
against a talented Griffins team. They
lost by only one goal 3-2.

photo: sports info.
Coach Dcnnehey and the Stags look to improve upon this season with a young and
talented squad returning.

With the scored tied 2-2 in the third
period, and a tight, well-contested battle
throughout, the Griffins' Todd Bisson
sealed Canisius's second victory in as
many nights with a score off a rebound
from Stag goaltender David Hines. They

held on 3-2.
Hopefully the Stags can improve
upon this season's short comings and
come up with a winning season next
year.
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Women's basketball

St. Peter's upsets
Stags in MAAC Final
By Matthew Thompson
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR
The tournament had played out exactly like coach Dianne Nolan and the
rest of her squad knew it would. The
number one ranked Stags breezed past
Canisius in the quarterfinals, and then
beat Siena in the semi's. The underdog
Saints may have taken the heavily favored Stags to the wire with some last
second heroics, but none of that mattered anymore. The Stags were on their
way to the finals for the much anticipated championship game with St..
Peters'.
Before the game, the entire team was
filled with excitement. The Stags were
ready to win themselves a MAAC
championship. They were ready to capture that automatic bid to the national
stage of March Madness. MAAC
Player of the Year Gail Strumpf said
that she and her team was "pumped"
as they strode onto the court for the tipoff. The whistle blew, the ball was
thrown into the air, and the Stags
watched as their dream season ended
with a nightmare.
St. Peters' controlled the game from
the first minute of play to the last, beating up on the Stags 61-42. "I don't
know what happened. We didn't come
to play," said Strumpf. "Before the
game we were pumped, but they set the
tempo. If we set the tempo right from
the start, the outcome could have been
different."
The Stags didn't come to play, but
St. Peters' was more then ready. The
Peahens were running on all cylinders
and jumped out to a 16-5 lead. Using
smothering defense, the Peahens forced
10 Stags turnovers in the first 20 minutes of play. Starting Fairfield point
guard Megan Light lost the ball nine
times and could only muster one assist
in the game. Sophomore Alainna
Schiano was the only Stags player who
played more than 15 minutes and didn't
have at least one turnover.
When the Stags weren't turning the
ball over they were missing shots. As
a team, Fairfield only found the basket
five times in the first half, shooting a

Men's lacrosse
bows to Cornell

dismal 22.7 percent from the floor.
The biggest surprise for the Stags
was the play of Strumpf. The 6-4 center came into the tournament leading
the MAAC in rebounds and blocks and
was second in scoring. On Sunday
however, the Stags most effective
weapon scored a season-low five
points, pulled down only five rebounds, and didn't block one shot.
Strumpf took a nasty spill in the semi-

Before the game we were\
pumped, but they set the
tempo. If we set the tempo
right from the start, the outcome could have been
different.
-Gail Strumpf
finals the day before, spraining up her
left knee. The sore knee obviously took
its toll on Strumpf's performance. "I was
a step slower and I couldn't pivot as
well," said Strumpf who's shots consistently fell short because of her weakened
■eg,
Strumpf said that she isn't using her
sprained knee as any sort of excuse for
her play. She also said that St. Peter's
defense didn't do anything special to
cover her, she simply didn't play up to
her potential. "It's not what they did.
It's what I didn't do," Strumpf said.
Instead of filling the Pepsi Arena with
the expected tears of joy, only tears of
disappointment and defeat fell from the
players eyes. "I felt disappointed. We
felt like we let the school down, like we
let the whole own of Fairfield down. We
thought we were going to win.," said
Strumpf.
The team now eagerly awaits Sunday
when the NCAA will select the at-large
bids for the tournament. The Stags' fingers are crossed, but making the NCAA's
as the second place finisher in the
MAAC is a long shot at best even with
the team's 25-7 record. Fairfield has a
better chance at making it into the
women's NIT brackets, which will also
be announced on Sunday.

MAAC Tourney Results
@ Pepsi Arena, Albany, NY
N

Men's Final:
Iona beat Siena
84-80
Women's Final:
|
St. Peter's defeated
FU 61-42
.

)
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The Stags, traveled to Ithaca, NY on Saturday to play Cornell.
The Stags fell to the Big Red 15-6. They are now 1-2. Cornell
garnered the victory in its first competition of the season. Mark
Beckworth netted three goals for the Stags and Rob Scipioni had
two assists. Sophomore, Mark Torry, pictured above, scored a
goal in the game. The Stags have a big game at Loyola on
Tuesday, March 21 at 3:00 p.m.

Roundups
Men's hoops:
Sat., March 4 W 67-50 vs. Rider|
Sun., March 5 L 76-72 vs. Iona
Women's hoops:
Thurs., March 2 W
Fri., March 3 WSun., March 5 L
Men's lax:
Sat., March 4 L 19-6 @
Cornell
Men's baseball:
Sat., March 4 L 8-3, 4-1 in
double header
Sun., March 5 L 14-7, 11-8 in
double header
Ice Hockey
Fri.,March 3 L 6-2 @ Canisius
V^ Sat., March 4 L 3-2 @ Canisius,
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By Matthew Payne
SPORTS EDITOR
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Sam Spann's energetic play was not enough for the Stags to reach the MAAC Tourney final. They lost 76-72 to
Iona on Sunday, the eventual MAAC Champions.

Stags fall to St.
Peter's in MAAC
Tournament Final.
They await possible
NCAA Tournament
at-large bid on Sunday. See story on
page 19.

There are no excuses. A MAAC
Tournament final game appearance
was within the Stags reach, almost
close enough to grasp. But a humbling
final two minutes brought the Stags
back to reality, and back to Fairfield,
Conn, extremely dejected.
The Stags held a three-point advantage 70-67 with 2:03 remaining. With
possession of the ball, Coach O'Toole
took a time-out-to settle the team for
the final stretch run. Unfortunately the
time-out did not reap any benefits.
Iona went on a 9-2 run to finish the
game and rob the MAAC semi-final
game from Fairfield. It was almost surreal. In the final two minutes the Stags
turned the ball over six costly times,
very costly, as the outcome, 76-72 in
favor of the Gaels, proved. The change
of momentum happened so fast that it
was hard to keep up. At one point it
appeared as though the Stags were two
minutes from finishing off the number
two seed Iona (21-10), and in the blink
of an eye all hopes and dreams vanished.
see Stag's season pg. 18

For more MAAC
1oufnament
coverage, pm results
Inside sports.

